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Abstract
One of the less explored aspects of molecular electronics is the effect of current on the mechanical stability of the conducting molecule: charge flow can alter both the geometry and electronic properties of the device, modifying the conductance and giving rise to nonlinear conduction characteristics or conductance switching. We performed a fundamental study on the correlation between the geometry and evolving electronic structure of small Au clusters that were embedded in finite Au wires and subjected to periodic transient currents. Both the current-carrying electronic states and the local electronic structure of the model system were described away from the ground state within a time-dependent Ehrenfest formalism. Non-adiabatic molecular dynamics simulations revealed that clusters undergo structural transformations between several representative geometries that coincide with patterns in cluster charging. The shape changes were enabled by the fluctuations in cluster band filling associated with the current and assisted by current-related forces. Metastable configurations of stable clusters were linked to events of charge trapping on the cluster.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

Measurements of molecular conductance in recent years have captured several examples of nonlinear conduction behaviour, such as conductance switching [1–3] and negative differential resistance [4, 5]. These observations signal a departure from the elastic tunnelling electronic transport regime, but remain difficult to interpret [6]. A better understanding of inelastic electronic tunnelling spectroscopy (IETS) measurements is frustrated by their sensitivity to experimental configuration and impurities, which make it difficult to clearly identify the features of inelastic electronic transport regimes. For example, in cases where changes in molecular geometry were also reported [1], there is little evidence to indicate whether molecular motion gives rise to the complex conduction characteristics or results from them.

Few theoretical conductance studies consider structural instability, since standard calculation methods widely assume that conducting molecules retain their ground-state geometry. This is a reasonable approximation in the case of low current density and elastic electronic transport, but the coupling between molecular structure and electronic states is often not negligible [7]. Prospective mechanisms of molecular motion such as vibrational modes, polaronic distortions and electromigration are well understood, but rarely studied dynamically and in the presence of electrical current. Electromigration has yet to be explored in molecular systems,
although it was shown that it can weaken local bonding in solid-state nanostructures: depending on current density, it can lead to mechanical failure [8, 9] or structural rearrangement accompanied by changes in conductance properties [10].

This study aims to explore the response of generic nanostructures to current, in terms of both their mechanical stability and their electronic properties. We set out to characterize the basic mechanisms of interaction between charge flow and conducting structures. Development of methods for dynamical study of nanoscale conduction, with currents explicitly included, is central to our investigation.

The dearth of studies on the dynamics of molecular conduction is largely due to the lack of suitable theoretical frameworks. The Landauer–Büttiker theory [11] coupled with the non-equilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) approach [12] has been enormously successful in describing steady-state conduction properties of static molecular structures, but cannot tackle dynamic or transient conduction effects (short-term response of molecules) such as molecular charging, conformation switching, current-triggered molecular vibrations or related Joule heating. Electron–phonon interactions can be included as perturbations to elastic electronic transport through the self-consistent Born approximation [13], but the limits of the perturbative regime are system dependent and often unclear. Most dynamical methods, on the other hand, rely on the Born–Oppenheimer approximation and are unable to account for non-adiabatic current-carrying electronic states or their dependence on external bias [14]. Moreover, they lack the mechanism for energy exchange between the electronic states and vibrational modes of the atomic system that is fundamental to current-triggered phenomena. In theory, such energy transfer can be exploited to drive useful molecular motion through the action of a non-conservative force induced by electronic currents [15, 16].

Bridging this gap are time-dependent semi-classical methods based on the mean-field approximation. Here, single electron eigenstates are evolved using the Ehrenfest expression in parallel to the atomic equations of motion (EOM). Depending on the form of the Hamiltonian and basis functions, the Ehrenfest formalism has been coupled with different electronic structure methods ranging from density-functional theory (DFT) [17, 18] to tight-binding approaches [19, 20]. The time-dependent tight-binding framework (TDTB) is non-perturbative and can be manipulated to accommodate bias voltage and generate charge flow [21], making it a useful tool for dynamical studies of conduction (alongside time-dependent density-functional theory, TDDFT, and its current-density formulation [22, 23]). The simplicity and transparency of TB interactions is particularly suited to studies of model systems, although computed conduction properties of simple molecular junctions were shown to exhibit also quantitative agreement with NEGF calculations [24]. Lastly, atomic forces in the TDTB model implicitly contain bias-voltage dependence, which makes it possible to identify current-induced force contributions [25, 10] and study current-related effects in conducting nanostructures.

In this paper, we applied TDTB to molecular dynamics simulations of a simplified molecular junction. The system featured small metallic clusters embedded in finite single-line wires, that served as charge reservoirs. Non-adiabatic treatment of electronic clusters made it possible to set up permanent charge waves in the leads and imitate transient currents. In the molecular dynamics simulations that followed, we monitored the geometry and electronic structure of the metallic clusters in order to explore the response of the structure to charge flow. All clusters exhibited similar current-driven behaviour, involving structural transformations and particular charge states. The structural energy difference theorem (SEDT) [26] can be used to predict the change in relative stability of simple structures with band filling by considering their band energy. We applied it to isolated clusters, then used this information to interpret the link between cluster charge and shape during molecular dynamics simulations and understand the mechanism of structural transformations.

In section 2 of this paper, we discuss features of the model system and the application of the TDTB framework to non-adiabatic molecular dynamics simulations. We also describe how the SEDT was used to explore the relation between cluster band filling and its geometry. Results of non-adiabatic molecular dynamics and the range of observed effects are presented in section 3, while section 4 contains the interpretation and analysis of cluster behaviour. Our findings are summarized in section 5, and we conclude by relating this simple study to molecular conduction properties.

2. The methodology

2.1. The non-adiabatic electronic structure formalism

The derivation of the TB Ehrenfest framework used in this study is published elsewhere [20, 21], but here we restate the important characteristics of the model and discuss the nature of the resulting non-adiabatic molecular dynamics simulations. The atomic and electronic subsystems are entirely described by the set of atomic positions $\mathbf{R}_n(t)$ and the electronic density matrix $\rho(t)$ respectively. These quantities are evolved in time concurrently and consistently, using the non-adiabatic equations of motion below:

$$M_n \ddot{\mathbf{R}}_n(t) = -2 \sum_{n' \neq n} \text{Re} \left[ \Omega_{nn'} H_{n'n}^0 \right] V_n e^{\text{TB}} - \nabla_n V^{\text{TB}}$$

(1)

$$i \hbar \dot{\Omega}(t) = [\mathbf{H}^{\text{TB}}(t), \Omega(t)]$$

(2)

System Hamiltonian $\mathbf{H}^{\text{TB}}$ is defined below in (4). $V_{\text{TB}}$ describes the repulsive atomic interaction energy in the TB form of pair potentials, and $V_n$ is a vector differential operator with respect to the position of atom $n$. Charge self-consistency of the model was imposed through the electrostatic potential energy $\epsilon^{\text{TB}}$. Both the on-site and the inter-site electrostatic terms were included in the model to improve the accuracy of the charge transfer and the description of electronic current, as detailed in (3). Here, $\Delta U_n$ is $2Z_n$ and describes net excess of electrons on an atom, or charge transfer, which is regulated by the atomic on-site and inter-site Coulomb parameters $U_n$ and $u_{nn'}$. Atomic charging was relatively insensitive to parameter
values so these were set to 7 eV for all atoms and pairs of atoms in a compromise between lack of self-consistency ($U = 0$) and local charge neutrality ($U = \infty$). The charge self-consistency potential $U^{TB}$ was added to the diagonal elements of the purely TB Hamiltonian matrix $H^0$, thus generating the full Hamiltonian $H^{TB}$ that was used in the evolution of electronic states through (2):

$$e^{TB} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_n H_{nn}^0 \Delta q_n^2 + \frac{1}{2} \sum_n \sum_{n' \neq n} u_{nn'} \Delta q_n \Delta q_{n'} / |R_n - R_{n'}|$$

(3)

The test system was simulated by an s-band TB scheme for Au [27] that was previously used in studies of electromigration [10] and current-related effects [24, 15]. The simplicity of the TB interaction model lends further transparency and physical meaning to the simulations. Details of the scheme can be found in the appendix of this paper.

The advantage of deriving the Hellmann–Feynman force [28] shown in (1) through the system Lagrangian [20] is that the Pulay forces arising from the time dependence of the electronic basis set [29, 30] are automatically included in the electronic structure force contribution. In the presence of current, the same term also contains the non-adiabatic force that arises from the bias-voltage dependence of the electronic density matrix, i.e. the bias-related change in the population of the left and right travelling current-carrying electronic states [31, 25].

2.2. The model nanocircuit

The TDTB formalism outlined above was applied to an elementary nanocircuit model in which small clusters were attached to finite linear electrodes. The leads were also reservoirs of charge, which was manipulated to induce charge waves across the entire length of the system. Our aim was to study the effect of this current on the central cluster. In order to maximize the period of charge flow induced across the cluster but keep simulation costs low, 49 atoms were included in each linear electrode, making the system size just over 100 atoms. The characteristic bond length in the leads was set to the equilibrium bond length calculated for an infinite linear Au chain [27]. Since the primary purpose of the leads was to host the current, only ten atoms in each lead that were closest to the cluster were allowed to move and accommodate cluster dynamics. Figure 1 shows an example of the entire conducting system.

In this closed system (free boundary conditions), a biasing potential described in the following equation was added to the diagonal Hamiltonian matrix elements at time $t < 0$:

$$V^n = \begin{cases} +0.5V_0 & n \leq 25, \quad N - 25 \leq n \\ -0.5V_0 & 25 < n < N - 25 \end{cases}$$

(5)

Here, $N$ is the total number of atoms in the system and $V_0$ is the magnitude of the potential in volts. The effect of the bias potential on the system charge distribution with and without charge self-consistency is shown in figure 2. It demonstrates the tendency of the charge self-consistent model to delocalize charge and thus reduce charge transfer. The bias potential was removed immediately before the start of non-adiabatic simulations, giving rise to two opposite charge wavefronts that traverse the entire system and reflect back at the ends of the electrodes. Like all atoms, the central cluster was thus periodically charged and discharged, the varying population of the cluster anti-bonding orbitals being equivalent to transient currents traversing the cluster. The voltage magnitude and shape of the bias potential were selected empirically to keep cluster charging low and control its timing.

The initial bias potential perturbation of electronic states was translated into an electrical current by propagating
Figure 3. Regular geometries of AuN clusters compared in SEDT calculations. Au3: (A) triangle, (B) linear shape; Au4: (A) rhombus, (B) square, (C) tetrahedron, (D) linear shape; Au6: (A) hexagon, (B) concave hexagon, (C) linear shape, (D) triangular prism, (E) hexahedron, (F) octahedron.

Figure 4. Bond energy per atom of a AuN cluster as a function of the number of electrons on the cluster (band population): (a) Au3; (b) Au4; (c) Au6.

electronic states via the Ehrenfest formalism in (2). The substantial reduction in computational time gained by removing Hamiltonian diagonalizations was partially offset by the increased number of iterations required with a molecular dynamics time step of $10^{-17}$ s. As band occupation of the original biased Hamiltonian was preserved, the electronic system was kept away from the ground state of the instantaneous Hamiltonian at all times. The corresponding inability to visit specific excited states of the system is a well-known consequence of the mean-field Ehrenfest approach, that is addressed by other techniques such as surface hopping [32, 33]. The mean-field approximation is also responsible for the averaging of energy and momentum transfers from electrons to ions, making it impossible to reproduce Joule heating [34, 35]. This effect is relevant to conduction of some nanostructures [36, 37], but should not affect our study at low voltage and temperature. Correction terms can be employed to include heating effects into the model [38] but are not considered here.

2.3. The structural energy differences theorem analysis

In an attempt to interpret any shape changes of conducting clusters during molecular dynamics simulations, we explored the relative stability of different cluster geometries. Small clusters that can take a limited number of simple geometries make it easy to identify changes in their physical and electronic structure, so we considered clusters of three, four and six Au atoms with the geometries shown in figure 3. All geometries are regular and can be described by a single bond length $a$. The three-atom cluster Au3 is the smallest structure with non-trivial geometry and the ideal test system, although Au4 and Au6 both feature a relatively small number of available geometries.

The SEDT [26] was used to explore the energetics of cluster band filling, which is roughly equivalent to cluster charging (which also involves small electrostatic energy contributions). Its practical application involved adjusting the characteristic bond length for each geometry type until their repulsive potential energies were the same, and then computing a series of energy points for different charged states of the cluster. The variation in bond energy with charge was plotted to obtain the structural stability charts shown in figure 4, and thus identify the favoured geometry of a charged structure. A cluster with half-filled bands was defined as neutral. Low-coordination (linear and circular) shapes consistently exhibited lowest energies if the clusters were neutral or negatively charged. In contrast, clusters with low band filling and positive net charge favoured high-coordination two-dimensional geometries (such as triangular or rhomboid shapes). The computed stability trends agree with the behaviour expected from analytic model
calculations [26]. We might expect cluster band occupation to vary in the presence of current, but only within $\pm 1 \text{e}^-$ given the weak charge waves. This suggests that clusters may switch between linear and intra-bonded geometry types if their charge oscillates around the neutral value.

While the SEDT supplies a straightforward and fundamental link between cluster charge and shape, it only takes regular geometries into consideration. Through structural optimizations, we identified and catalogued several distorted cluster geometries that compete for stability with regular structures and share their bond coordination characteristics. The number of alternative geometries increases with cluster size.

2.4. System variables for non-adiabatic molecular dynamics

Preparation of the conducting system for molecular dynamics involved setting initial conditions for both the cluster geometry and biased charge distribution. Geometries favoured by neutral and singly charged clusters were chosen for initial cluster configurations. Unless the initial cluster geometry was linear, a cluster–lead separation $d$ was adopted to allow space for any further geometry transformations. In order to also explore the effect of device–lead coupling strength on cluster behaviour, we varied $d$ typically between 3.5 and 5 Å in steps of 0.5 Å while making sure to maintain orbital overlap between the cluster and leads. With each set of initial conditions we performed molecular dynamics simulations with and without charge self-consistency, so as to determine the role of different charge treatments for the current and cluster conduction. The potential magnitude $V_0$ was set to 5 V in charge non-self-consistent simulations, and 3–5 V otherwise (to reduce atomic charging and avoid charge front delocalization through inter-site electrostatic repulsion). We removed thermal fluctuations of the conducting system for clarity by assigning no initial or thermal velocities to ions.

A reference for cluster motion under charge flow was established by performing molecular dynamics simulations of the neutral and singly charged clusters in isolation. When the initial shape of the cluster corresponded to its charge, only breathing oscillations of structures were observed and cluster shape was preserved. In other cases, clusters underwent continuous transformations, oscillating between the initial shape and the one more closely associated with given cluster charge. The observations suggested that an initial mismatch in cluster charge and geometry introduces an amount of excess energy into the system which can lead to cluster dissociation, unless cluster bond lengths are adjusted.

3. Results from non-adiabatic molecular dynamics

Using the range of initial conditions outlined above, we performed a series of non-adiabatic molecular dynamics simulations with the Au$_3$, Au$_4$ and Au$_6$ clusters in order to characterize their response to current. Given a time step of 0.01 fs and total simulation time of 0.5 ps, each calculation took up to a few hours on a single 2.8 GHz desktop workstation. We monitored the band filling of the cluster throughout its total charge. For example, the presence of charge waves was confirmed by observed rapid oscillations of cluster charge consistent with the length of the leads. The oscillation period of 9 fs indicated an electronic velocity of $3 \times 10^6 \text{m s}^{-1}$, which agrees with the Fermi velocity in Au.

We analysed the simulations selectively, keeping only those featuring stable clusters, whose dynamics was unrestricted by the leads. Also, some cases of trivial cluster dynamics were not considered: if the starting cluster geometry was favoured by the initial cluster charge, only breathing oscillations of clusters were observed in analogy to isolated cluster dynamics. Similarly, clusters that were initially in linear conformations remained linear unless small velocities were selectively imparted to cluster atoms to excite transverse oscillation modes (which was purposely avoided). The behaviour of clusters in the remaining cases is described below.

3.1. Au$_3$ cluster dynamics

The simple three-atom cluster has only two regular geometries, triangular and linear, roughly associated by SEDT with underfilled bands and neutral clusters respectively. A typical example of total cluster charge evolution throughout molecular dynamics is plotted in figure 5. In the charge non-self-consistent case, the cluster transforms from the initial triangular form into a linear one within the first 50 fs as the cluster charge returns to the neutral state. At 150 fs, the cluster becomes triangular again and loses about 0.5 e$^-$, before returning to an unchanged linear configuration where it remains with slight fluctuations for the remainder of the simulation. With charge self-consistency in the model, the
cluster first returns to triangular form after 200 fs, then again at 450 fs, each time with a slight positive net charge on the cluster. At other times, the cluster is linear and approximately neutral.

Overall, we found that cluster charging was characterized by rapid oscillations indicating currents, but also occasional charge retention of up to 0.5 h$^+$ that can occur over long timescales. Even though it was affected by initial conditions, cluster charging occurred arbitrarily and was always associated with a hole charge. At other times during the simulation, the cluster was neutral on average and in linear form. Structural transformations between the triangular and linear cluster shapes associated with cluster charging events were clearly observed.

Given similar initial conditions, the charge self-consistent approach altered atomic trajectories, but did not change the qualitative behaviour of the cluster. Smaller cluster charge oscillations reflected the smaller bias-voltage magnitude (3 V), as seen in figure 5(b), but cluster charging was observed nonetheless, accompanied by structural transformations.

3.2. Au$_4$ cluster dynamics

The conduction behaviour of the four-atom cluster showed many similarities to that of the three-atom cluster. Clusters continued to retain positive charge, as illustrated in figure 6, where about 0.5 h$^+$ was gained at a time as the cluster oscillated between rhomboid, square and linear geometries. In agreement with SEDT, neutral clusters kept close to a linear conformation, while cluster charging coincided with transformations to a rhomboid form. Although initial cluster states also included negatively charged rhomboids and positively charged squares, similar behaviour was observed. Charge self-consistent simulations featured lower voltage and reduced cluster charging but the correlation between cluster shape and charge persisted.

3.3. Au$_6$ cluster dynamics

Regular geometries were used as initial conformations for the six-atom cluster in molecular dynamics simulations although a range of stable irregular shapes were identified. As with smaller linear clusters, regular hexagons proved very stable against charge waves. Starting the molecular dynamics simulations with negatively charged concave hexagons (see figure 1 for geometry reference) resulted in lively cluster dynamics and the tendency to retain positive charge. Figure 7 conveys a representative example of cluster charge behaviour throughout simulations with and without charge self-consistency.

Six-atom clusters appear to charge abruptly, take on more significant charge (up to 1 h$^+$) and retain it for longer periods than smaller clusters. The amount of partial charge indicates that the fractional charge per atom of about 0.2 h$^+$ remains approximately constant, regardless of cluster size. The charging was accompanied by structural transformations between geometries that were clearly associated with particular charged states, but were not previously identified. Shown in figure 7, these structures nonetheless feature the bond coordination type that agrees with SEDT predictions. Neutral clusters took on low-coordination geometries (a deformed pentagon or hexagon), while positively charged ones formed highly coordinated aggregate triangular structures, as well as concave
hexagons. Charge self-consistency delocalized charge and thus considerably reduced the amount of net charge retained by the clusters as well as the frequency of cluster charging, but the cluster behaviour remained the same.

4. Discussion

Throughout the molecular dynamics simulations, otherwise neutral clusters were repeatedly found to retain fractions of positive charge over variable time periods (up to 0.1 ps). Moreover, clusters underwent structural transformations between a small number of well-defined geometries. The transformations coincided with periods of cluster charging and discharging, establishing a clear link between particular geometries and band filling of the cluster. The correlation between cluster shape and charge agreed with the predictions of SEDT. As cluster size increases, so does the range of observed structures, but general characteristics persist: neutral clusters are characterized by linear or ring geometries, while positively charged ones feature highly coordinated, intra-bonded geometries.

In order to explain this correlation, we examine and contrast the detailed electronic structure of clusters within the two categories. Topologically, the positively charged structures of the Au$_3$, Au$_4$ and Au$_6$ clusters are composed entirely from three-membered rings, which points to a non-zero third moment $\mu_3$ of their electronic structure (the third moment corresponds to closed three-hop electron paths, summed over all such paths from a single atom, and over all atoms). Since structures with non-zero third moments exhibit a skewed density of states (DOS), we compare the density of states for the neutral and charged geometry types of Au$_3$, Au$_4$ and Au$_6$ clusters in figure 8. The DOS of all neutral cluster geometries is symmetric about the Fermi level, as opposed to the skewed spectrum of the positively charged structures which is biased towards lower energy values. Similar features are evident in the DOS of irregular Au$_6$ cluster shapes observed in molecular dynamics simulations (figure 8(d)). The shift to lower energies in the eigenstates of intra-bonded geometries indicates that, at low band filling, such structures are more stable than those with symmetrical DOS. Thus intra-bonded geometries are associated with positive cluster charge. As bands are filled further, the energy balance shifts near the Fermi level in favour of low-coordination structures.

The similar cluster behaviour in simulations with and without charge self-consistency arises from the comparable fluctuations in cluster band filling with charge flow. To explore the effects of charge self-consistency without the complicated current-related response of the system, we removed the initial bias in non-adiabatic simulations of the triangular Au$_3$ cluster system. The initial charge configuration was now the natural ground-state charge distribution, featuring a slight charge separation with an excess of electrons in the leads. Figure 9(a) shows that, without charge self-consistency, this charge distribution persists throughout the simulation and the cluster net charge of approximately $1 \text{ h}^+$ remains constant. No structural transformations were observed. In charge self-consistent simulations, on the other hand, long-range electrostatic interactions across the entire system caused a shift of charge to smooth out the charge separation. A weak charge wave was induced after 300 fs, revealed by small-period oscillations of total cluster charge (see figure 9(b)), that led to cluster charge retention and corresponding changes in geometry. We found that in all of our non-adiabatic simulations, charge self-consistency affected the charge distribution and its evolution through a tendency to suppress charge separation and smear out charge, but did not alter qualitatively the effects of the charge wave on clusters.

The test simulation without bias voltage suggests a stable cluster charge and geometry in the absence of charge waves and varying band population (the same occurs at low voltage). But this was not the only condition for cluster stability: biasing the charge distribution so that cluster charge correlates with its starting geometry did not lead to any charging or structural transformations despite a resulting current. A biased initial charge distribution introduced an
amount of excess energy into the electronic system. When the initial cluster shape and charge were incompatible, forces on the cluster were large and velocities rose as part of this energy was transferred to cluster atoms, setting off structural transformations throughout the simulation. Alternatively, when the initial cluster shape and charge were congruent, energy was slowly transferred over to all atoms in the system through current-induced forces, with the cluster geometry comparatively stable. We conclude that both the excess energy of the current-carrying states and the directional way in which it was transferred between the electronic and atomic system were necessary conditions for observing structural transformations, regardless of cluster size.

In all simulations we found that Au clusters with underfilled bands stabilized over extended periods of time, while negative charge retention on linear clusters was rare. The SEDT study predicts the hole-charged cluster to be the single most stable cluster state in general, but the observed effect might also arise from the nature of our electrodes: SEDT suggests that linear leads are electronic-withdrawing, which was confirmed by the ground-state charge distribution. Most molecular conduction studies oversimplify the electrodes to trivial sources of charge and dissipation, but atomic scale leads such as conjugated polymers or metallic wires may interact with small molecular devices and alter their conduction properties (regardless of the nature and quality of the molecule–lead contact). Lastly, we observed a strong correlation between cluster charge and shape, yet cannot argue that either property determines the other. It is when fluctuations in band occupation coincide with particular structural fluctuations that atomic forces on the cluster become small and appropriate structures are stabilized. In that sense, the non-adiabatic transient current provides the mechanism for structural transformations. This might not be the case with a steady-state current, where the imbalance between left and right travelling states is fixed, keeping the occupation of cluster anti-bonding states roughly constant. Nonetheless, transient currents are important in many experimental studies, and our results indicate that the response of nanoscale systems to voltage pulses and unstable currents might be significant.

5. Conclusions

The Ehrenfest molecular dynamics simulations of small Au clusters (three, four and six atoms) performed in this study explored how transient currents affect cluster stability. We found that clusters undergo structural transformations throughout the simulations, regardless of cluster size. No changes in cluster geometry were observed in the absence of current. Structural transformations coincided with changes in cluster charge, establishing a direct correlation between cluster shape and charge. Charge self-consistent treatment of electronic states affected charge wave properties by smearing out atomic charges in general, but did not alter the qualitative behaviour of clusters.

The link between cluster band filling and structure agrees with predictions of the structural energy difference theorem, and can be explained through the third moment $\mu_3$ of the cluster geometries. Structures with a non-zero third moment (consisting of three-membered rings) have a skewed DOS that promotes their stability at low band filling. Structural transformations were triggered when fluctuating cluster charge, varied by the charge wave, became congruent with its geometry. This observation highlights the importance of the transient current regime, which is relevant in much experimental work. Changes in cluster geometry were assisted by a directional transfer of energy from the current-carrying states to the atomic subsystem via current-induced forces. Despite the simplicity of our model, it was possible to observe these subtle conduction effects by using the non-adiabatic electronic structure formalism. Further research into the current-related energy transfer between electronic and atomic subsystems in conducting nanostructures would enhance our findings, while simulations of more realistic systems in the transient current regime are necessary to relate them to experimental data. Much new physical insight can be gained from dynamical conduction simulations that are now made possible by the range of time-dependent modelling techniques.
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Appendix. Tight-binding scheme parameters

For completeness, we repeat the tight-binding parameters used in this study here, and refer the reader to the original paper [27] for more details. The test system was represented by a spinless s orbital tight-binding model for Au. This simple model capitalizes on the fact that the s–d orbital hybridization of Au makes its electronic structure similar to that of a rare-earth metal, with a single unpaired valence electron in the 6s orbital (there is one electron per atom). Interactions were parametrized against the cohesive energy, the structural energy difference (between fcc and bcc Au lattice geometries), the bulk modulus and the elastic constants at 0 K. The bare Hamiltonian hopping integral $H^0_{nn'}$ and the repulsive interaction $V_{nn'}$ between atoms $n$ and $n'$, characterized by the interatomic distance $R_{nn'}$, are respectively given below with corresponding parameters provided in table A.1:

$$H^0_{nn'} = \epsilon C/2(a/R_{nn'})^q$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(A.1A)}$$

$$V_{nn'} = \epsilon/2(a/R_{nn'})^p.$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(A.2A)}$$

Functional form interactions extend to the internal cut-off radius $r_{\text{cut}}^n$, after which they smoothly decay (via polynomial tail functions) to zero at the outer cut-off radius $r_{\text{cut}}^{nn'}$. The internal cut-off radius is located past the second-nearest neighbour in bulk Au, but in one-dimensional structures it only includes nearest neighbours. The mass $M$ of Au was much reduced (nearing the mass of Li) in order to observe larger energies at low temperatures. While this allowed for more atomic motion to be observed in a shorter time span, such atomic mobility is generally higher than that of real molecular systems. The total energy was evaluated using the tight-binding band model we were concerned with differences in energy. With $P_n$ and $M_n$ as the momentum and mass of atom $n$, and including the charge self-consistency terms described in section 2.1, the total energy of the system was expressed as

$$E = 2 \text{Tr}[\Omega H^{TB}] + \frac{1}{2} \sum_n \Delta q_n \left( U_n \Delta q_n + \sum_{n' \neq n} \nu_{nn'} \Delta q_{n'}/R_{nn'} \right) + \epsilon/2 \sum_n \sum_{n' \neq n} (a/R_{nn'})^p + \sum_n P_n^2/2M_n.$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(A.3A)}$$
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